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• Dr. Laura Corredor-Bohorquez

(research team: Thermodynamics, 

research focus: magnetic and thermodynamic properties of

2D materials and topological insulators)

• Dr. Thomas Mühl 

(research team: Transport and scanning probe microscopy, 

research focus: nanomagnetomechanics and scanning probe methods)

• Dr. Joseph Dufouleur 

(research team: Transport and scanning probe microscopy,

research focus: quantum transport, topological insulators)

• Dr. Sabine Wurmehl 

(research team: Synthesis and crystal growth,

research focus: understanding of functional materials properties
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1 Basics

• Isolated magnetic moments

• Crystal fields

• Magnetic interactions

• Magnetic order 

• Itinerant vs localized moments

2 Magnetism in metals

• Free electron model

• Pauli Paramagnetism

• Landau levels

• RKKY

3 Magnetic anisotropy

• Magnetic anisotropy

• Exchange bias

What about?

4 Spin dependent transport

• MR in metals

• MR in ferromagnets

• AMR

• GMR

• CMR

• TMR

• PMR

• MRAM

5 Spin dynamics

• Spin injection

• Interfaces 

• Spin transfer torque

• Spin relaxation and life times

6 Magnetic microscopy

7 Nanomagnets

• Domain walls 

• Single domain state

• Magnetic switching 

• Superparamagnetism

8 Emergent classes of magnetic materials

• Magnetism in 2D materials and applications
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Exams

• Oral exam

• Probably by end of February

• About 20 min → one student, two lecturers
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Fundamental terms

Magnetic moment Fundamental object in magnetism. Related to:
• Current loops (orbital motion of electric charge)
• Spin magnetic moments of elementary particles

Magnetism presents quantum mechanical effects which cannot be 
explained using classical mechanics and electrodynamics!!

Classical pictures/analogues are visualized only for better understanding 

A

m (orm)

[m] = erg/Oe = „emu“

For one electron:

Bohr magneton
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Fundamental terms

Magnetic field 
(strength)

External to the material under observation. Achieved via:
• Permanent magnets
• Electrical currents / solenoids

H

Y. J. Dori et al., Materials Today, December 2003, 44

[H] = A/m, Oe
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Fundamental terms

Magnetization Total magnetic moment per volume unit

M

Courtesy of Allen D. Elster, MRIquestions.com

→In vacuum no magnetization occurs

Magnetic induction 
(flux density)

B

Response of the material when applying an external magnetic field H

→ Both B and H are just scaled version of each otherIn vacuum →

In magnetic solid → → B and H may be quite different in magnitude 
and direction![B] = T, Oe

[M] = emu/g, emu/cm3,
A.m2/Kg…
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Susanne Baumann, Investigation of the unusual magnetic properties of Fe and Co on MgO with high spatial, energy and temporal resolution (2015)

SI CGS

Rather than turning m towards B, the magnetic field causes the direction of m 

precess around B!

Atoms in a magnetic field: precession

Potential energy is minimal when the 
moment is parallel to the external field

In homogenous magnetic field there is torque   𝑇=𝑚×𝐵

Angular momentum and torque lead to magnetic precession with 
Larmor frequency w𝐵
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Vector model of the atom: spin-orbit coupling

When describing the atomic origin of magnetism, one has to consider orbital and spin motions of the electrons and the 
interaction between them. This leads to splitting of different energy levels which can lead to different transition energies.

total orbital 
angular momentum 

total spin 
angular momentum 

total
angular momentum 

4

The summation over a complete shell is zero, the only contributions coming from 
incomplete shells

Russell–Saunders 
coupling

Public Domain; Maschen Public Domain; Maschen

The magnetic field generated by a “spinning” 
electron interacts with the magnetic field 
generated by an “orbiting” electron with an 
interaction energy 



Atoms in a magnetic field

Consider a single atom which contains Z electrons in an external magnetic field B:
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Atoms in a magnetic field
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Atoms in a magnetic field

Consider a single atom which contains Z electrons in an external magnetic field B:
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Magnetic susceptibility

Linear materials 

relative permeability 

Other definitions:

[c] = emu/Oe cm3
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Classification of magnetic materials

Collective magnetismDiamagnetism Paramagnetism

Ferromagnetism

Antiferromagnetism

Ferrimagnetism

Helical ordering

Spin glass

…
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Diamagnetism
All materials show some degree of diamagnetism. Even though it is
composed of atoms which have no net magnetic moment, a diamagnetic
material reacts in a particular way to an applied field…

Quantum mechanical approach

Consider an atom with all electronic shells filled: 

0

Now we assume that the external magnetic field 
is parallel to the z-axis: 

Consequently, an energy shift of the ground state 
energy occurs due to the diamagnetic term:

If we consider that atoms in the ground state with filled 
electron shells exhibit spherically symmetric electronic 
wave functions:

Now we can extend it to a solid composed by N ions in a volume V:

Helmholtz 
free energy

Classical Langevin model

Larmor frequency 

The change in w leads to a change in magnetic 
moment, which reflects in the energy. 

Considers the perturbation of the electron
orbital motion due to the force experimented
by each electron moving in an external
magnetic:

*approximation only! qualitative agreement with 
experimental results 
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Diamagnetism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLkP6S6mKsY

Courtesy of Allen D. Elster, MRIquestions.comIacovacci et al., http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/62865 https://www.lenfisherscience.com/56-the-true-story-of-the-levitating-frog/
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Paramagnetism

Related to a positive magnetic susceptibility so that an applied magnetic field induces a magnetization which aligns parallel
with the applied magnetic field which caused it. Now there is a non-vanishing magnetic moment due to unpaired electrons.

Curie law

Curie-Weiss law

constant
with dimensions of 

temperature

Iacovacci et al., http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/62865 

McElfresh, Fundamentals of magnetism and magnetic measurements, Quantum Design 1994 
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Perfect 
paramagnet



Paramagnetism: Van Vleck

➢ Refers to a positive and temperature-independent contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of a material, derived
from second order perturbation corrections to the Hamiltonian due to the applied magnetic field.

➢ Associated with thermal excitations to low-lying states.

➢ Usually important for systems with one electron short of being half filled, this contribution vanishes for elements with
closed shells.
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Susceptibility of a non-
magnetic solid



https://www.reddit.com/r/Mcat/comments/8f5dn0/diamagneticparamagnetic_magnetic_field_could/

Big picture
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